from your office. Tiny reels of Film-a-record microfilm make this possible.

Yes, with Film-a-record, almost a quarter of a million of your inactive records occupying 16 four-drawer files can be microfilmed and filed in a space no larger than a desk drawer... thus releasing 99% of your files and the floor space they occupy for more productive use.

Of course, space saving is only one of Film-a-record's outstanding contributions to business efficiency. There are many others—Protection of valuable records against loss or misplacement of originals—Saving of Manpower by the elimination of manual transcription—and Permanence of properly filmed records beyond the lifetime of the originals.

Many of the country's outstanding firms have already adopted Film-a-record—Remington Rand's latest achievement in the field of business photography.

For Leadership in BUSINESS PHOTOGRAPHY
Look to Remington Rand

With the war still raging, Hiroshima and Dresden still in the future, it seems that society had already begun to think of how to rewrite history by making all our past "bulky and inactive records disappear."